
Columbit, a leading supplier of high-quality processing and packaging equipment for
the food industry in Australia, New Zealand,Thailand and South Africa, is delighted to
announce its latest venture as the proud provider of TMG end-of-line packaging
solutions. This exciting development marks a significant expansion of Columbit's
product offerings, further solidifying its position as a premier supplier in the industry.

With TMG now part of its lineup of brands, Columbit continues its commitment to
excellence by delivering a comprehensive range of automated systems designed to
meet the diverse needs of its customers. TMG, renowned for its tailored end-of-line
packaging solutions, brings decades of experience and expertise to Columbit's
portfolio, empowering businesses to optimise efficiency, maximise productivity, and
drive growth like never before.

As a trusted provider of processing and packaging equipment, Columbit is dedicated
to delivering excellence in every aspect of its offerings. With TMG on board,
customers can expect nothing short of the highest quality standards, meticulous
attention to detail, and expert support every step of the way.

Columbit invites industry professionals to explore TMG's cutting-edge solutions and
experience the TMG advantage. Whether it's automating end-of-line processes,
enhancing efficiency, or driving business growth, TMG and Columbit are committed
to helping businesses succeed.

Don't miss the chance to experience TMG's innovative solutions. Columbit will be
showcasing TMG along with its other leading brands at the upcoming APPEX
exhibition. Visit our booth to learn more about how TMG can revolutionise your
packaging processes and drive success for your business.

To learn more about TMG products available at Columbit and discover how this new
range can meet your food processing needs, visit our booth E110 at the upcoming
APPEX exhibition in Melbourne on March 12-15th or contact us today for a
personalised consultation.
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Columbit is a dynamic organisation and value-added supplier of high-quality
processing and packaging equipment for the food industry in Australia, New Zealand,
Thailand and South Africa. With a commitment to excellence and customer
satisfaction, Columbit offers a comprehensive range of solutions from renowned
brands to meet the varied needs of its clients.
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